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Abstract
CIVETS countries refer to a group of countries consisting of Columbia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and the Republic of South Africa, considered leaders of emerging markets. They are countries with dynamically developing economies, moderate debt level, and they have successfully managed to overcome the last financial and economic crisis within a short period of time. Similarly, as in case of the majority of countries, their monetary policy constitutes a significant element of macroeconomic policy, having influence not only on the condition of the banking sector, but the economy as a whole. Central banks of the CIVETS countries focused on inflation target as the goal of monetary policy. They used first of all the interest rate channel as well as instruments regulating liquidity of interbank money market of a standard character (open market operations, refinanced credits and reserve requirement), as well as non-standard monetary policy instruments in order to execute the policy of supporting liquidity of the banking sector in years 2006-2013.
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Introduction
The CIVETS countries refer to a group of countries – economic leaders consisting of Columbia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey and the Republic of South Africa. They are considered to be countries which will instigate the subsequent cycle
of emerging markets growth. The above mentioned may be supported, among others, by such factors as: diversified and economically developing economies, more and more open markets as well as increased interest of foreign investors. Countries of the CIVETS group in majority of cases are characterized by young societies, dynamic groups of entrepreneurs, moderate debt levels and which is important – they have overcame crisis much faster than mature economies, and in certain cases they have not even faced the crisis. These countries, however, are not free from social and political problems. It is currently believed the CIVETS countries will support the subsequent cycle of emerging markets growth and they will attract the attention of the world within the next dozens of years.

The monetary policy constitutes a significant element of the macroeconomic policy of those countries, exerting an impact not only on the condition of the banking sector but on the economy as a whole.

Global financial crisis strongly affected the world’s economy only in the second half of 2008 and it was to a considerable degree ignored by monetary authorities. Central banks took into consideration, at that time, the risk of their monetary policy losing reliability as a consequence of inflation increase (the world’s economy faced a considerable increase in prices of relatively often purchased goods, such as food articles and fuel). Thus, with concerns of potential effects of the second round of prices increase, they run their monetary policy assuming a gradual inflation increase in the world’s economy. Obtaining new information on inflation processes and more and more common conviction on the possibility of the occurrence of a considerable negative impact of financial markets disorders they demonstrated a tendency to mitigate or prevent against monetary policy tightening, in spite of the current inflation increase. Thus, the respond of central banks (including the CIVETS countries) to the global crisis was initially not intended and uncoordinated. Over the time, as outcomes were spreading such respond was becoming the program one. Central banks had to apply such instruments of their monetary policy so as not to cause “panic” in foreign exchange markets while mitigating the outcomes of the global financial crisis. That is why, in many cases, they supported financial markets and the whole economy “in a non-standard” manner. Resigning from direct control of inflation, interest rates and the restrictive national currency supply, they operated intentionally, however against their functional independency [Pyka 2012, p. 130].

The goal of this article refers to the assessment of instruments applied by central banks of the CIVETS countries within the scope of monetary policy in years 2006-2013. Central banks used standard as well as non-standard instruments.

The following research methods have been used: cause and effect analysis and comparative analysis. Critical analysis of publications presenting research results on the subjects i.e. reports and analyses produced by first of all – the monetary authorities.
1. Goals of the monetary policy of central banks of the CIVETS countries in years 2006-2013

Monetary policy implemented by central banks of CIVETS countries was focused on combating inflation. In general, the strategy allowed central banks to execute a coherent, consequent and transparent policy, leading in that manner to the increase of their reliability, and simultaneously fostering a bigger concentration on the long-term goal of the policy in the course of undertaking everyday decisions and activities.

Since 2000, the Central Bank of Columbia (Banco de la Republica) has been implementing a direct inflation target full strategy within the scope of monetary policy. The main purpose is to maintain low and stable inflation and foster a long-term economic growth and support internal demand. The central bank applying the inflation measure utilizes a safe version of consumption goods and services prices increase index – CPI. The inflation target was announced for the period of one year until 2009 (for instance for 2007 it was established between 3.5%-4.5%, for 2008 it was established between 3.5% and 4.5%, whereas, for 2009 it was established between 4.5% to 5.5%). Since 2010, this has been ranging between 2.0% and 4.0%, with 3.0% in a concrete goal for private purposes. Conducted monetary policy is also intended to prevent against financial disproportions stemming for instance from a high financial leverage and undertaking excessive risks, which usually cause financial crises and considerable production and employment fluctuations [Central Bank of Colombia, 2012, p. 6].

Since 2005, the Bank Indonesia (BI) has also applied the strategy of the direct inflation target within the scope of monetary policy. The main purpose refers to achieving and maintaining the stability of the Indonesian rupiah, which defines the stability of goods and services. In compliance of the Act of the Bank Indonesia, the inflation target is established by the government and it has a medium-term character, since 2013, it has been established for the period of three years. In case of examined years, the inflation rate was established at the following levels: 2006 – 8% with +/- 1%, 2007 – 6% with +/- 1%, 2008 – 5% with +/-15, 2009 – 4.5% with +/-1%, 2010 – 2011 – 5% with +/-1%, 2012 – 2014 – 4.5 with +/-1% [Bank Indonesia, 2014].

The State Bank of Vietnam is not an independent institution, and its monetary policy is subjected to the guidelines of the government. The purpose of monetary policy refers to ensuring the stability of the national currency (Vietnamese dong), determined by the inflation rate as well as economy stabilization at the macroeconomic scale. The National Assembly determines annual rates of inflation, measured with the CPI index [State Bank of Vietnam, 2014].
A fundamental and superior goal of monetary policy of the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) since 2003, has referred to prices stability ensuring. CBE is obliged to achieve, within a medium-term perspective, low inflation level, which is necessary in order to maintain a high investment rate and economic growth. Simultaneously the government has been obliged to maintain fiscal discipline, which is important, in order to achieve inflation target [Central Bank of Egypt, 2014].

The purpose of the monetary policy of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (CBRT) focuses on ensuring prices stability, which will support economic growth. The stability of prices is measured with the inflation rate, which in case of examined years was established on the following levels: 2006 – 5%, 2007-2008 – 4%, 2009 – 7.5%, 2010 – 6.5%, 2011 – 55%, 2012-2014 – 5% [Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 2014].

The South African Reserve Bank – SARB has been implementing a full strategy of a direct inflation target since 2000. The execution of monetary policy is intended to foster the stable financial system establishment, thanks to which it will become an important condition for achieving an economic growth [South African Reserve Bank, 2014].

2. Interest rates as a standard instrument of exerting influence by central banks in the CIVETS countries

Among a wide range of instruments utilized by the central banking one may differentiate standard instruments (the lender of the last instance, open market operations, reserve requirement, information policy) as well as non-standard instruments (e.g. providing banks with the capital). Effectiveness and efficiency of launched instruments is impinged by the fact of monetary policy’s decision function centralization with the operational function decentralization, as well as keeping other elements on the national level of safety net [Bogołębska 2012, p. 54]. Przybylska-Kapuścińska on the other hand points out that the division into standard and non-standard tools of monetary policy stems from a different application of classical tools and this difference may be caused for instance by flexibilization of their operation, extension of deadlines for their use or alleviation of requirements concerning their rendering [Przybylska-Kapuścińska 2012, p. 63].

Instruments of monetary policy, their “standard” and “nonstandard” nature in case of the CIVETS countries were dependent first of all on the global crisis phase and its impact on national financial systems and economies.

A standard instrument of the central bank for influencing the economy in the phase of recession refers to the interest rates lowering. Due to time delays, it
is difficult to report explicitly a positive influence of the interest rates reduction on sustaining the activity of the real sphere. We shall add that even before the global financial crisis the effectiveness of the interest rates policy was doubted, mainly due to the short-term market rates loosening. The financial crisis, and in particular, not reported until recently, problems with solvency of numerous banks and financial institutions, caused a considerable exacerbation of that tendency [Bogołębska 2012, p. 55].

Columbia running the policy of a direct inflation target, facing such necessity, could indulge in the implementation of a relatively fast and efficient tool in the form of interest rates lowering (Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Modulation of the interest rate of the Central Bank of Columbia in years 2006-2013 (in %)


The Central Bank of Columbia decided to lower interest rates only after several months (since December 2008), for fear of the inflation return and depreciation pressures. On the other hand, we shall emphasize that there were frequent and considerable cuts in interest rates, which soon resulted in the curtailed growth of production. In order to maintain low and stable inflation, at the beginning of 2012, the central bank undertook the decision to increase the interest rates to the level of 5.25%. That decision was intended to regulate the national demand, prevent against the private sector indebtedness and guarantee the economic growth. However, it had an impact on interest rates on savings and credits, which subsequently caused the decrease in consumption and increased debts of households. At the end of 2012, the central bank decided to lower the interest rate, which since March 2013 has remained at the level of 3.25%.

The policy of relatively high interest rate (Figure 2) may be traced in the interest rate policy of the Bank Indonesia.
Deteriorating situation in the economy since December 2008 and lowering inflation, caused that the Bank Indonesia considerably lowered interest rates – it amounted to 50 base units, whereas the base interest rate achieved the level of 8.25% at the beginning of 2009 [Centrum Studiów Polska-Azja, 2009]. It should be mentioned that monetary policy transmission through the interest rate channel, however didn’t function in accordance with the plans of monetary authorities and the reduction in loan interest rates was still limited [Bank Indonesia, 2010, p. 49]. In response, the central bank continued the reduction in interest rates until the February 2012.

In case of Vietnam, in May 2008, it turned out that the situation of the economy is serious – which was reflected by the increasing current account deficit as well as high inflation. The above mentioned caused withdrawing of the foreign interests together with a strong depreciation of the Vietnamese dong. This so called “little financial crisis”, forced the government to undertake fast and decisive actions, first of all interest rates increasing by the central bank (Figure 3), for instance the benchmark rate of the central bank was raised from 8.25% to 14% in June 2008.
After the period of restrictive monetary policy in 2008, when the State Bank of Vietnam, in order to limit inflation, undertook initiatives to reduce the money supply, among others, increasing the base interest rate three times from 8.25% to 14%. At the beginning of 2008 the central bank changed the direction of the monetary policy. The lowering inflation as well as unfavorable GDP tendencies convinced SBV to lower the base interest rate to 7% in February 2009. The above mentioned was supposed to help banks to moderate interest rates, in order to enable companies, in particular small and mediums sized ones, the access to financing [Vietnamese Bank, 2009, p. 2]. The end of 2009 brought the decision of the central bank on the base rate increasing from 7% to 8% as well as conducting single devaluation and restricting the range to 3% for the exchange rate of dong to fluctuate. The main reason of those decisions referred to countering against the outflow of the foreign capital [Wróbel 2009]. The last increase in the base rate was effected in November 2010; the rate reached 9% [State Bank of Vietnam, 2014].

In Egypt, an important role in mitigating outcomes of the global financial crisis was played by monetary policy competently run by the Central Bank of Egypt as well as adopted tasks in the field of economic growth triggering and internal demand supporting. CBE, for the purpose of the execution of adopted goals, makes use of the interest rates (first of all overnight deposits rate and overnight credits rate as well as the discount rate – Figure 4).

**Figure 4.** Modulation of key interest rates of CBE in years 2006-2013

Source: own study on the basis of the Annual Report, Central Bank of Egypt, various years.
Within the period from January to July 2009, the Central Bank of Egypt introduced five cuts in the interest rates lowering the interest rates in aggregate by 300 basis points. Since 2010, interest rates have remained on almost invariable level.

Aiming at prices stability ensuring, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey undertook initiatives intended to alleviate the negative influence of the global crisis on the internal market, lowering the interest rate for overnight borrowing and lending (Figure 5). Since April 2010, CBRT applied transitional arrangements for crisis effects mitigation, referring first of all to cuts in the interest rates.

**Figure 5.** Interest rates of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey

![Interest rates chart](chart.png)


In October, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, when the key interest rate for overnight borrowing amounted to 16.75%, decided to introduce series of cuts up to 6.5% in November 2009. The same activities were undertaken for overnight lending in the central bank. Simultaneously, the CBRT announced that within a short time perspective, it would be necessary to introduce subsequent, mild cuts in interest rates unless a considerable overcoming of the recession occurred. The scale of interest rates reduction in Turkey was the biggest in the group of countries considered as emerging markets, where the central bank assumes a stringent control over the inflation level. The exiting strategy from transitional arrangements related to alleviating crisis results was adopted in April 2010 and it stipulated an active counteracting negative macroeconomic phenomena – such as accelerated inflow of short-term capital, no balancing of domestic and foreign demands as well as an excessive credits expansion (by 40% in 2010), which were considered as main reasons for a rapid increase in the current account deficit [Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 2010, p. 1-12].
In order to counteract any potential negative results of the increasing current account deficit and economy “overheating” and handle a rapid inflow of “hot money” to Turkey, on 16.12.2010 the Monetary Policy Committee of the Central Bank of Turkey decided to lower the short-term interest rates for overnight borrowing – from 1.75% to 1.50%, whereas for overnight landing the interest rate was increased from 8.75% to 9%. At the same time the difference between the amount of the interest rates valid at drawing and granting overnight loans was increased. In August 2011, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey decided to maintain for overnight lending rate on the unchanged level of 9% in order to narrow so called interest rates corridor. It undertook the decision to increase overnight borrowing from 1.5% to 5%. This balance reaction of the Central Bank was intended to counteract economic situation variability; in the opinion of economists low interest rates constitute currently some of the best instruments to maintain stability. In February 2012, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey lowered the rate of loans granted to commercial banks from 12.5% to 1.5%. In the following months subsequent cuts in rates of overnight borrowing and overnight lending took place with the simultaneous increasing of requirements for minimum reserves denominated in the national and foreign currencies. Interest rates lowering was supposed to trigger the inflow of short-term capital, whereas, the increasing of bank reserves level was intended to counteract against accelerated credits expansion. The CBRT plans to draw the amount of about TRY 300 million and USD 1.65 million from liquid financial assets market, which is supposed to contribute to the financial stability enhancement [Today’s Zaman Online, 2013].

At the time of the global crisis, the monetary policy did not require from the South African Reserve Bank to undertake any extraordinary activities, as it was in case of numerous central banks of developed countries. In the first half of 2008, the main challenge of the monetary authorities referred to a raising inflation, caused by increasing prices of food articles and raw materials, especially crude oil, in international markets. In the second half of 2008, conditions of running monetary policy changed radically, which was caused by problems occurring in the global financial system, and at a later time in economy. The economic downturn, increasing output gap and the lower inflation pressure, caused, among others, by demand drop and raw materials prices decrease, prompted the South African Reserve Bank to reduce interest rates. We shall point out that the inflation rate, in spite of the fact that it started to lower since September 2008, for subsequent 12 months it maintained beyond established by SARB inflation target range, that is, beyond 3%-6% (Figure 6).
In December 2008, the central bank resorted to the first cut of its key rate – repo rate (repurchase rate – the rate determining the price of money borrowed by commercial banks from SARB) [South African Reserve Bank, 2014]. Five subsequent cuts were conducted in the following year. In August 2009, repo rate achieved the level equal to 7%. In 2010 three subsequent reductions of the repo rate were executed. In aggregate, from December 2008 to November 2010, the total cut in the rate of SARB amounted to 450 basis points. The Monetary Policy Committee – a body of the SARB responsible for, among others, decisions referring to interest rates, alternated the frequency of its sessions from by-monthly meeting into monthly ones in order to be able to react to changes in the financial sector and economic situation in a faster and more flexible manner. Since 2012, the interest rate has remained on the unchanged level.

3. Standard and nonstandard instruments of monetary policy of the CIVETS in the crisis period

Together with the occurrence of first signals of tension in financial markets after 2007, central banks, including the CIVETS countries, undertook briskly activities aiming at the calming down of the inter-bank market, enhancing financing conditions and access to credits. Due to a limited role of the interest rate channel with regard to financial conditions and credit flows enhancing, central banks resorted to the arsenal of standard instruments of monetary policy.

In years 2006-2013, the Central Bank of Columbia run open market operations and within the whole time it regularly conducted repo overnight operations. Apart from such operations, it decided to conduct several operations of the open
market providing the liquidity of an irregular character, which included the following operations:

- on 27.12.2007 19-day operation for the amount of 1291,570 billion peso;
- from 02.08.2012 to November 2012 7-day operations;

Additionally, the central bank expanded the range of accepted assets for financial collaterals, reduced the rate of minimum reserve on national deposits and undertook efforts in order to ensure credit liquidity, which on one hand was supposed to improve access to liquid capital, and on the other hand it was supposed to eliminate any disturbances in the monetary policy transmission.

Standard instruments utilized by the Bank Indonesia to implement monetary policy refer primarily to the open market operations, which may assume the form of liquidity absorbing operations as well as operations ensuring liquidity. In case of liquidity absorbing operations, BI may utilize the following instruments: Bank Indonesia Certificate – SBI, Bank Indonesia Sharia Certificate – SBIS, Reverse Repo of SBN, term deposit, outright sale of SBN, FX Selling against IDR; and liquidity-providing operations such as: repo, outright purchase of SBN, FX Buying against IDR. The BI regularly conducts emissions of SBI and SBIS. Until June 2010, it conducted 1-month SBI emissions, and from 2008 to December 2010 – 3-month SBI emissions, from 2008 to June 2011 – 6-month SBI emissions, in August 2010 it started on regular basis 9-month SBI emissions. Since 2008 to June 2010 1-month SBIS emissions took place, and from July to December 2010 3-month SBIS emission were effected. Since 2010, BI introduced 1-month term deposits.

Initiatives undertaken by the Bank Indonesia allowed preventing against further deterioration in that segment of the monetary market. Main activities undertook within the global crises shall include: the extension of the flexible credit line as well as the extension for possible collaterals used in its case by the central bank [Bank Indonesia, 2009].

The State Bank of Vietnam, similarly as majority of countries, utilizes primarily open market operations as well as the minimum reserve for the execution of monetary policy assumed goals. At the time of the “small financial crisis”, the central bank decided to increase the number administrative tools for loans controlling, increase the minimum reserve of banks (from 10% to 11%), force commercial banks to purchase government bonds as well as limit governmental expenditures. Together with the deterioration of the global economic crisis, the State Bank of Vietnam undertook active measures in order to prevent against the problem of the access to credits. The SBV pumped money through open market operations, simultaneously obliging banks not to exceed a given level of the interest rate for deposit-credit operations (which amounted to 150% of the base rate) [Duc Phu 2013].
In principle until February 2011, the Central Bank of Egypt, as standard instruments, conducted the open market operation intended to absorb liquidity. It utilized for that purpose, primarily transactions of currency sales to banks. Starting from March 2011, the open market transactions assumed the form operations providing liquidity, CBE transferred EGP 14.5 to the bank sector (until the end of June 2011). In response to political changes in Egypt (on 25th January 2011 – Revolution), influencing the level of economic activity and efficiency of financial markets, and finally access to liquidity, CBE conducted 7-day repo operations intended to ensure necessary liquidity to banks. Striving for the bank system reinforcement during subsequent political events and subsequent lack of liquidity, CBE on the turning of 2011/2012 undertook a number of initiatives intended to solve the liquidity problem. First of all, it reduced reserve requirement ratio two times (first from 14% to 12%, and subsequently to 10%). Additionally, the CBE continued operations providing liquidity in the local currency through the expansion of 7-day repo operations as well as it introduced 28-day repo operations (from July to October 2012). The above mentioned decisions, however, did not effect in any positive results, which convinced CBE to instigate auctions for 7-day deposits (from 2 April to 10 June 2013) [Central Bank of Egypt, various years].

The Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey utilizes primarily seven day repo operations to provide liquidity. In 2009 bank reported liquidity deficits, in relation to that fact the CBRT on 19th June 2009 within the scope of the exit strategy, instigated 3-month repo operations [Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 2010]. The last operation of such a type was conducted in September 2010. In individual cases it has conducted 14-day and 28-day repo operations since November 2010. Since October 2010, CBRT started the process of increasing the minimal reserve level, which is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Required minimal reserve level; in years 2005-2013 (in %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Deposits / other liabilities of the bank</th>
<th>Other liabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Running account and deposits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upon request</td>
<td>Up to 1 month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.01.2005</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.10.2009</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.10.2010</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.11.2010</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.01.2011</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.02.2011</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.2011</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.04.2011</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.09.2011</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.10.2011</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1 cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.02.2013</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.2013</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In foreign currencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.11.2008</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.04.2010</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.08.2010</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.04.2011</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.07.2011</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.08.2011</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.12.2012</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.02.2013</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.03.2013</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.05.2013</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The CBRT’s lowering of key interest rates with a simultaneous increase of the required minimum bank reserve level for short term deposits in the national currency is assessed as an activity intended to limit banks’ credit activity (in 2010 there was 40% increase in consumption loans) as well as the inflow of the speculative capital, and consequently—leading for the efficient “cooling” of the economy [Today’s Zaman Online, 2011].

National inter-bank monetary market in the Republic of South Africa operated at the times of crises with no disruption, which means that the situation was totally different than in inter-bank markets of many developed countries of the world. Additionally, the monetary market allowed banks for sufficient liquidity support. Average daily liquidity needs of commercial banks ranged from ZAR 6.6 billion to ZAR 15 billion within the period from June 2008 to June 2009, whereas liquidity provided by the central bank within the analyzed period of time in weekly refinancing operations ranged from ZAR 8 billion to ZAR 14 billion [South African Reserve Bank, 2009]. In the RSA, the central bank enjoyed contingency plans if the situation deteriorated in financial sector and it informed financial institutions about that, however, no additional liquidity support was needed. Additionally, the central bank intensified supervision over banks, staying with them in permanent contact, in order to monitor conditions of their operation as well as all sources of risk in the ongoing manner.
4. Financial policy instruments providing currency liquidity

The pressure to supplement the anti-crisis policy of the central banks has intensified since the second half of 2008, also among the CIVETS countries. As a result, central banks began implementing the non-standard monetary policy instruments.

Before the global financial crisis, the Central Bank of Columbia would often postpone decisions connected with raising the inflation rate, fearing that higher inflation rates might speed up the inflow of capital and strengthen appreciation tendencies. However, participants of financial markets, taking into consideration the delayed interest rate increase, assumed that it displayed a preference towards inflation reduction, instead of preventing against the national currency getting stronger. As a result of that situation, the central bank implemented regulations limiting the increase in foreign loans and the inflow of capital in the form of portfolio investments in order to ensure the completion of the inflation goals [Vargas and Ravela 2008, s. 161]. The global financial crisis caused the increase of peso exchange rate in February 2009. Consequently, the central bank decided to introduce rules stating that in the case of peso depreciation of at least 2%, the next day the central bank would be introducing USD 400 million into the domestic market [Jara, Moreno and Tovar 2009, p. 16].

In order to regulate the exchange rate variability and maintain the level of international reserves commensurately to the size and needs of the Columbian economy, the central bank continued the policy of accumulating reserves thanks to competitive daily tenders of at least USD 20 million during the global crisis period. The program was being implemented until November 2012. Over USD 33 million was collected in the first half of 2013 and the international reserves reached above USD 43 million at the end of 2013. Such accumulation of reserves allowed maintaining ratios of foreign liquidity at levels equal to those recommended by organisations such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF), ensuring that the country would have a safe position in the case of unexpected outflows of capital.

In order to stabilise the monetary market, the Bank Indonesia implemented actions covering e.g. introduction of regulations ordering to document any purchase of foreign currency of the value exceeding USD 100,000 monthly, as well as the obligation to provide the tax identification number by residents. Markets assumed that this decision marked the beginning of introduction of exchange controls in Indonesia. Moreover, many experts claimed that such a regulation did not make sense as it did not protect the market against the risk of excessive selling of the national currency. The central bank justified this decision stating that it was aimed at limiting the excessive and unjustified purchases of foreign currency [Aglionby, 2008].
In 2008 and 2009 the State Bank of Vietnam repeatedly announced its readiness to sell foreign currency in order to appease the situation on the currency exchange market caused by the pressure to depreciate wrong. However, an unfavourable situation in currency reserves arose, as they decreased from USD 26.4 billion in March 2008 to USD 17.9 billion in November 2009 [Takagi and Thi Hoang Anh 2011]. The central bank does not regularly publish data regarding the state of reserves and the official data do not necessarily reflect their actual level. However, it should be noted that the Vietnamese authorities wanted to keep the dong weak in order to support export and weaken import and at the same time improve the current account balance [Naoc 2009].

The Central Bank of Egypt introduced auction sales at the end of December 2012 as non-standard instruments. They were to provide economy with means of payment and stabilise the Egyptian pound exchange rate at the level balancing supply and demand of the currency. The introduction of the new mechanism was preceded by the CBE directing dollars to the currency exchange market after a week of market deficiencies and increasing prices. The Forex Auction mechanism was the means of last resort introduced by the CBE in order to maintain the Egypt’s dollar liquidity. The FX auctions initiated on 30 December 2012 are the newest actions of the CBE regarding the system of the controlled floating exchange rate of EGP introduced in 2003. The new system consists in introducing a certain amount of foreign currency into the market that is sold during auctions to commercial banks whose participation in the purchase of currency might not exceed USD 11 million. The Forex Auction formula is assessed to be the best way to counteract the foreign reserves crisis in Egypt. Many experts stress the fact that the FX Auction system slows the drain on foreign currency in Egypt and increases the pressure on the government to introduce reforms that will restore the trust in the country’s economy [Przygoda 2013].

During the global financial crisis, the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey took actions connected with maintaining the currency fluidity of the banking sector as an example of financial policy instruments. For example, on 16th October 2008 auctions where foreign currency could be purchased were suspended. In October 2008, the central bank resumed its intermediary functions related to foreign exchange deposits and gradually increased the transaction limits of banks on the Foreign Exchange Deposit Market to USD 10.8 billion. Moreover, the deadline for maturity of deposits at the central bank was extended from one week to one month and the interest rate was decreased from 10% to 7% for USD and 9% for EUR. In February 2009, the deadline for maturity of such deposits was extended to 3 months and the interest rate was decreased to 5.5% for the US Dollar and 6.5% for Euro. Between March and April 2009, the
CBRT resumed currency sales auctions and purchase auctions were resumed in August [Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, 2010, p. 2-5]. The high inflow of short-term capital into Turkey at the beginning of 2010 caused the CBRT to increase intervention purchases of foreign currency, thus taking USD 60-70 million off the market on a daily basis. It was considered to establish a foreign exchange stabilisation fund with the help of the Turkish Eximbank. The fund could establish a certain level of security for Turkish exporters against fluctuation of the TRY value in comparison to foreign currency [Today’s Zaman Online, 2013]. Since November 2010, TRY depreciation against USD could be observed. The results of elections as of 12th June 2011 slightly helped the Turkish currency to strengthen in relation to USD. After that period, the Turkish lira exchange rate began to weaken again, as a result of which the CBRT made frequent interventions after taking USD 21.3 billion off the market. As of 25th July 2011 the central bank suspended any purchases of foreign currency. In order to prevent any further decrease in value of TRY, the central bank started an interventional sale of foreign currency [WPHI, 2011]. In spite of these actions, the value of lira reduced further in comparison to the value of USD. In consequence, the Turkish central bank implement 3 actions simultaneously as of 5th October 2011: it sold USD 750 million in one auction, lowered the average level of the required reserves for deposits in TRY from 13.1% to 12.5% in order to liquidate markets, as well as raise the level of reserves that banks might hold in foreign currency in relation to the level of obligations denominated in TRY 2 times (from 10% to 20%). In consequence, the CBRT level of currency reserves increased by USD 3.6 billion and the USD/TRY exchange rate that reached the record-breaking level for 1 USD – 1.9 TRY, decreased to 1.87. The Central Bank announced further vigorous actions, including multi-volume sales of foreign currency in order to prevent TRY from decreasing (in general, USD 1.35 million was for sale). The majority of economic analysts were sceptical towards the sale of foreign currency, claiming that it was only a temporary measure, when long-term resolutions were needed [Hurriyet Daily News, 2011]. The Turkish domestic financial market has been aggravating since the beginning of the corruption scandal on 17th December 2013. The approximate 11% fall in the value of lira in comparison to dollar is its most substantial symptom (it reflects the continuation of the weakening of the Turkish currency – during 9 months it lost 29% in comparison to USD). The fact that lira is weakening forced the Turkish central bank to make a direct intervention on the currency market for the first time in two years (USD 2-3 million was sold).
In case of the Republic of South Africa the central bank did not recognise
the need to intervene on the domestic currency market [Bank for International
Settlements, 2013, p. 383].

Conclusions

The global financial and economic crisis of 2008 has caused some impor-
tant issues in monetary policy to appear. The central banks had to face the im-
portant challenges connecting with the problem of function in highly instable
internal and external environments. It turned out that the monetary policy tools
previously applied could be insufficient during the crisis time and the inflation
preventing is not the most important problem.

Between 2008 and 2009, constant financial stability became the main goal
of the implemented actions in the context of global disturbances in financial
sectors. The CIVETS central banks undertook briskly activities aiming at the
calming down of the inter-bank market, enhancing financing conditions and
access to financing to support the whole domestic economy.

The choice and use of monetary policy instruments applied by central banks
of the CIVETS in the selected period of time should be regarded as positive. The
CIVETS central banks used not only the standard monetary instruments to regu-
late liquidity of interbank money market, but also non-standard monetary policy
instruments to support liquidity of the domestic banking sectors amid the global
financial crisis. The interest rate policy is a commonly known action of central
financial institutions, also implemented by the central banks of the CIVETS
countries. However, it consists in fast and significant decreases in the interest
rate – even to historically low levels in various countries. From among certain
sets of monetary policy instruments, the central banks chose tools changing the
structure and the size of the balance sheet, including: currency interventions,
credit policy or bank reserves policy. The pressure to supplement the anti-crisis
policy of the central banks has intensified especially since the second half of
2008. As a result, the central banks of the CIVETS countries began implement-
ing also the non-standard monetary policy instruments and supported the cur-
rency markets.

It might be stated that the actions taken by the central banks of the CIVETS
countries allowed for a literally unlimited access to liquidity. The decisions
taken by the central banks during the crisis time allowed not only to prevent the
financial crisis from spreading but also helped the economies not to fall into
recession for a longer period of time.
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